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ABSTRACT. Following Norem's dcscription of powder-snow avalanche formation and 
structurc, we propose a mathcmaticalmodel that consists of a suspension layer and a so
called salta ti on layer. The latter is only a few meters deep and is modelled by depth-aver
aged mass and momentum balances. In the suspension layer, tbe mass- a nd momentum
balance equations for the mixture are supplemented by the snow mass ba lance and the 
transport equations for turbulent kinetic energy and diss ipation. M ass and momentum 
excbange between the two laycrs is determined by pa rticle sett ling, turbulcnt diffusion 
against the concentration gradient and aerodynamic shear forces. The net erosion or de
position ratc is a function of the kinetic energy of the impacting particlcs. The saltat ion 
layer reacts on the suspension layer in that saltating pa rticles extrac t momentum from the 
a ir flow. The preliminary estimates of the model parameters can be refined by means of 
saltation-trajectory simulations. Three-dimensional simulations with a simplified model 
have clearly shown the importance of snow erosion a nd deposition in practical applica
tions. This approach is well suited for coupling to a dense-flow avalanche model. 

1. INTRODUCTION: THE MAIN PHYSICAL PRO
CESSES IN POWDER-SNOW AVALANCHES 

The main assumptions in the pre. ent model are the fol-

Powder-snow avalanches (PSAs) tend to assume a mythical 
aura in people's minds due to their often enormous size, high 
speed and resulting large devastated areas. On the practical 
side, true PSAs are a relatively rare phenomenon and only a 
modest fraction of avalanche damage is caused by them. 
Nevertheless, avalanche-hazard mapping in mountainous 
a reas need s to take into account PSA effects. In view of the 
demand for reli able estimates of PSA traj ectories and pres
sures, seve ral models of different degrees of sophi stication 
have been developed over the past few years (Fukushima 
and Parker, 1990; Brandstatter and others, 1992; Herm ann 
and others, 1994, 1995; R apin, 1995; Naaim, 1995). Many of 
them draw heavily on earlier work that has a lready been re
viewed by Scheiwiller and Hutter (1982) and Hutter (1995). 

Two shortcomings appear to be shared by a ll the PSA 

models in use today: (i) the formation of the PSA from a 
dense-flow avalanche (DFA) and their subsequent inter
action are not modelled; (ii ) snow entrainment and deposi
tion - two dccisive effects - are completely neglected or 
incorporated through ad hoc ass umptions. In order to ad
dress the second point and open the door to dea ling with 

the first, we adopt the picture of PSA structure and forma
tion proposed by Norem (1995) on the basis of observations 
(Schaerer and Salway, 1980; Norem and others, 1985; Nishi
mura and others, 1993; Issler a nd others, 1996), the similarity 
with snowdrift and a qualitative analysis of shea r stresses. A 
physical description of snow entrainment a nd deposition is 
obtained and rough estim ates of the model parameters can 
be given. Straightforward modifications to be described 
elsewhere will a llow coupling to a DFA model. 

lowing: 

I. The PSA can approximately be described in terms 
of a so-call ed saltation layer with a density in the 
range 20- 50 kg m 3 and a suspension layer (the pow
der-snow "cloud") ofl ower density (1 - 10 kg m -3). 

2. Snow pa rticl es in the saltation layer eject other 
particles when they hit the snow cover (or DFA sur
face ). This is assumed to be the dominant factor for 
the mass ba lance and ground friction of tbe PSA. 
The yield (number of ej ected pa rticl es per landing 
particle) is taken to be a slowly varying function of 
the impact energy. 

3. The depth of thc saltat ion layer is determined by 
the average slope-perpendicular velocity impa rted 
to ejected particles, which is assumed to be a fixed 
fraction of the average landing velocity. 

4. Mass exchange between the saltation and suspen
sion layers is due to the turbulence at the bottom of 
the suspension layer a nd settl ing of particles under 
grav ity. 

5. Momentum excha nge between the saltation and 
suspension layers is due to drag on the sa ltating par
ticles as well as to mass exchange. 

2. THE SUSPENSION LAYER 

In the following, the subscripts f and p stand for th e fluid 
(air) and the particles (snow ), respectively. Their effective 
densiti es, Pr,p, and the mixture density, P, are expressed in 
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terms of the intrinsic densities, Pf.p and the volumetric pa r
ticle concentration c. Setting R == (pp - pr) / Pr, onc finds 

Pr = (1 - c) pr , Pp = c Pp ; 
P = Pr + Pp = Pr (1 + Rc) . 

(1) 

The mixture velocity is defined in terms of the fluid and pa r
ticl e velociti es and densiti es by U == (prU r + ppU p)/ p. The 
Stokes number - the ratio of the pa rticle relaxation time 
a nd the typical flow time-sca le, St == t p/tr - is relatively 
low at 0.1 - l. Therefore, we approximate the relative 

velocity bet ween phases, u == U p - U f, by the average se t
tling velocity of the pa r ticles, W s == I Ws I ~ 0.5- 2 m s-1

. 

Given the high Reynolds numbers R e = 0(108 ) of 
PSAs, some form of turbulence modelling is required. To this 
cnd, fields a re split into mean a nd fluctuation components, 

<I> (x , t ) = ~(x, t ) + <I>' (x, t ). For the mixture velocity, 
Favre-averaging is used: U (x, t) = U (x, t ) + U" (x, t ) with 
U (x , t ) == pUlp. 

The equa ti ons genera ll y contain terms with cOlTelations 
of two or more fluctuation fi eld s. Invoking the edd y-viscos
ity and eddy-ditTusivity concepts, we set 

-- Vt 
- c'U" ~ ---.-:. \7c . , 

(Ye 
(2) 

in approximations (2), higher-order correlations that are ex

pected to be small have been neglected. The Prandtl num

bers (Ye etc. cha racterize the transport properties of the 
respective quantities c, ... under turbulent ve locity Ouctua
tions. The turbulent viscosity is modelled as 

p 
Vt = lm vm = Cl! -:::

E 
(3) 

Prandtl's mixing leng th and mixing velocit y, lm ex: ia ;;- 1 -, 
and Vm ex: 1.;'1, arc expressed in terms of the (Fav re-averaged ) 
turbulent kinetic energy, k = pkt,\Il'b./P, where 

and the turbulent-dissipation rate, ;; = pE/po cl I ~ 0.09 is an 
empirical constant. 

Henceforth, suppressing overlines a nd tildes, the 
balance equations for a ir and particle mass can be expressed 
as the mixture m ass balance and the transport equation for 
the concentration field, 

Otp + \7·Up)= O, (5) 

( c ) ( vt! (Ye ) OIC+ \7. (U c) = - W s· \7 -- + \7. --\7c . 
l + Rc l + R c 

(6) 

The righthand side of Equation (6) describes settling and 
turbulent dilTusion of pa rticles with respect to the ba ry
centric velocity field. Due to vari able pa rticle concentra
tion, the la tter is not divergence-free even though we 
consider the a ir as incompressibl e. Combining Equations 
(5), (6) and (I), we obtain 

(7) 
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Adding the momentum ba lances of the two components 
leads to 

Ot (pU) + \7 . (pUU) = 6.p cg - \7p - WsWs . \7 PpPr 
P 

+\7 [;(::)'\7 p \7 p 1 
+ \7 . [(v + Vt) \7(pU ) + (v + Vt)( \7 (pU))T] (8) 

with g the vector of grav itationa l acceleration. The mixture 

press ure is defin ed as P == Pr + Pp - Patm. with the ambient 
pressure Pat-m. subtracted, and the mixture deviatoric tress 
as I == II' + 'I' -7wsws, The viscous pa rt of the stresses 
appearing in Equation (8) is modelled in terms of the mix
ture viscosity v; like the term involving the settling velocity 
ws, it is usua lly negligible compared to the turbulent-shear 
stresses. The next-to-Iast term in Equation (8) is a conse

quence of using Favre-averaging for U; the las t term predicts 
turbulent-shear stresses due to density g radients even with
out veloc ity g radients. 

Equations (5)-(8) have to be complemented by a se t of 
equations determining k and E so that Vt can be calcul ated. 

We chose the k - E model (Launder and Spalding, 1974) as a 
compromise between accuracy on the one hand and reli a
bility and speed on the other. It consists of'transport equa
tions for I.; a nd E, 

Ot( pk) + \7 . (Upk ) = \7 . (~\7 (Pk)) (9) 
O'k 

+ Vt [\7(pU) + (\7 (pU))T] : (\7U) - ; :. 6.p g. \7c - pE, 

Ot(pE) + \7 . (UpE) = \7 . (;~ \7 (PE) ) 

E [ T]-+ Cl€kVt \7(pU) + (\7(pU)) : (\7U) 

E (vt A ) (pE)2 
- C l fC3f kmin (Ye t:"pg·\7c, 0 - C2€ pk . (10) 

(A slightly simplified version of the buoyancy term for E is 
used here in view of ambiguities in its formulation.) From a 

long seri es of validations, the following se t of values is re
commended lo r the model coefficients (Launder and Spald
ing, 1974-): 

CIf = 1.44 , C2€ = 1.92 , C3€ ~ 0.8 , 

0'1,; = 1.0 , 0', ~ 1.3 . 
(11) 

The boundary conditions at the upper and lateral surfaces 
of' the computational domain depend on model implemen
tation as a free-surface flow or as a bounda ry-layer flow and 
will be discussed in section 4. Those on the bottom surf'ace, 
describing m ass and momentum exchange with the salta
tion layer, will be developed in section 3. 

3. THE SALTATION LAYER AND ITS BOUNDARY 
CONDITIONS 

The currently limited experimental knowledge of the salta
tion layer, its shallow depth and the hopping motion of pa r
ticles suggest a somewhat simplified treatment that neglects 
the air mass balance and uses depth-averaging to avoid ex
plicit calcul ation of the velocity and density profiles. Figure 
I illustrates our notation and the m ass Duxes. Based on ex
perience from sand and snowdrift investigations (Bagnold, 
1941; Kikuchi , 1981; Pomeroy and Gray, 1990), the depth of 
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Fig. 1. Schematic view of the structure of a jJOwder-sllow ava
lanche according to Norem (1995). Some quantities relevant to 
the model described in the text are also indicated. SubscrijJts 1, 
2 and 3 on field variables general!)) rifer to the snow (oVeT, 

saltation Layer and suspension Layer, respective!)). 

the saltation layer, h2, is taken to be proportional to the 
square of the a\"erage saltation ve locity U2 , 

h _{32 ui 
2 - 0 2g' (12) 

g' is the component of gravity perpendicular to the surface; 
g' = gcos rjJ on an inclined plane but also centrifugal forces 
due to curvature can be taken into account. From measure
ments in the field and in wind tunncls, (3o = 0(0.1). 

Neglecting the air, the snow mass balance of the salta

tion layer is written in terms of the depth-averaged density 
and veloc ity as 

Ot(h2P2) + 'V II ' (h2P2 U 211) = Qerod - Q secl - Q SlISP + Q st'll' 

(13) 

(The subscript lion a vector indicates that only the compo
nents parallel to the surface are considered.) Apart from ad
vection, the mass can change due to snow entrainment from 
the ground at a rate Q erocl, snow deposition (Qsecl), trans
ition of particles from sa ltation to suspension ( Q SlISp), and 
settling from the suspension layer to the saltati on layer 
(Qsett ). Similarly, we write the depth-averaged momentum 
balance as 

0, (h2P2U 211 ) + 'V 1I ,(spuuh2P2U2 I1 U 211) 

= h2P2gl1 - 'Vdspz h~p2.9') + ll. · (TI,2 - TU) II (14) 

+ ({31 Qcrod - {32Qsed - {33Qsusp)U 211 +'-n Qsett U311 . 

SpUU ~ 1 and spz ~ ~ are form factors that arise when the 
depth-averaged product of fields is expressed as the product 
of the depth-averaged fields. A more precise determination 
would require knowledge of the vertical profiles of P and U . 
llz is the unit vector normal to the surface. 

The average velocity at which particles hit the ground is 
modelled as {32 U 211 with {32 2: 1. {33 2: 1 is the correspond
ing factor for particles entering the suspension layer. 
({3lQcrod)/({32Qsccl) with {31 < 1 is a measure [or the frac
tion of momentum transmitted fi-om impinging particles to 
ejected particles; {31 = 0 if on ly aerodynamic entrainment 
were to take place. Small adjustments wou ld be needed to 
describe momentum exchange with a dense-now avalanche. 
In a fu ll y three-dimensional treatment, U 311 = (33U 211 is the 
mixture ve locity at the bottom of the suspension layer and ,l = 1; in a shallow-water-type approach, ,I 2: 1 is the 
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ratio of the velocity at the bottom of the suspension layer 
and the depth-ayeraged suspension velocity, U3 . 

The particle-settling rate from the suspension layer to 
the sa ltation layer is proportional to the settling velocity 
and the particle concentration at the bottom of the suspen
. ion layer: 

(15) 

where c(zi) is either obtained from a three-dimensional 
calculation of the suspens ion layer or is expressed as 
c(zt) = /'2C3 in terms of the depth-averaged suspension 
concentration; the proportionality constant /'2 = 0(2 - 5) 
from laboratory measurements (Keller, 1995) and three-di
mensional numerical simulations. 

• 

Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of the principal mechanism Jar 
jJarticle suspension: turbulent eddies exchange a dense mit
tureJrom the saltation layer (particle concentration c(zi)) 
with a lower-densif)1 mixtllre ji'0771 the suspension layer 
(c(zt) )· The average exchange veloci~)) is J \\ ':2 ""v'k(z2)/3. 

Assuming that the ideali zed interface between layers is 
na rrower than the size of the dominant eddies contribut ing 
to turbu lence, the turbulent upward nux through the inter
face is given by the product of particle concentration just 
below the interface, c(zi ) = {3lc2 with {3.J. ;S 1, and the 
average upward velocity, J 1\'1/ 2 , and analogously for the 
turbulent downward nux (Fig. 2). Up to settling effects, 
W~ + W~ ~ Oand 

W~2 ~ W~2 ~ ~ W"2 ~ k/3 (16) 

The suspension rate is therefore expressed as 

D eviations from isotropic turbulence can be accounted for 
by changing the coefficient of k in approximation (16). In a 
sha llow-water-type approach one sets c(zt) = ,2c3 and 
k(Z2) = "I3k;J in terms of the layer-averaged \'a ILles; ,3 = 0(1) from three-dimensional simul at ions and den
sity-weighted depth-averaging. The particle-sedimentation 
rate, Qsed, is equal to the landing rate of particles, i.e. the 
saltating mass above unit area divided by the average sa lta
tion time. Expressing the latter in terms of U2 , we obtain 

h2 C2Pp {3o A 

Q secl = -;-- ~ - U2C2Pp . (18) 
u t sa ll 4 

OLlr model for Qerod is guided by the snowd rift ana logy: 
sa ltation is maintained mostly through particle ejection at 
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impacts. The initia l kinetic energy of ejected pa rticles and 
hence the depth of the saltation layer grows with the average 
velocity in the saltation laye r. The number of ej ected parti
cles must then be a slowly varying function of U~; at salta
tion threshold, on average one pa rticle is ej ected per landing 
pa rticle. C urrently, lacking a n impact model, we se t 

Q crod = [1 + Cl! (~i -1)] Qscd . (19) 
thr. 

From observations of snowdrift, Uthr ~ 3 - 10 m s- l, depend
ing on snow conditions. The estimation of Cl! is more critical, 
because of the exponenti al growth of pa rticle density in 
uch a "chain reaction". We make use of the observation that 

a significant saltation layer is usually formed a fter the DFA 
has travelled 300- 500 m on a track without cliffs. At a typi
cal relative velocity between air and avalanche surface of 
30 m s-1, salta tion heights are a round 1 m, salta tion dura
tions are around 1 second and salta tion dista nces a re of the 
order 20- 30 m. Starting from the density of snowdrift: 
(c ~ 10- 5 ), the pa rticle number increases by a factor of 
IOL 104 in 10-25 jumps. We therefore obta in the rough esti
mate Cl! ~ 0.01-0.l. 

O wen (1964) described a self-regulating saltation 
mechanism that maintains the aerodynamic shear stress on 
the bed at the minimum value for bed mobility: 

I nz 7 f,1111 = PfU;,thr. where U.,thr. = 0.2-2 m s-1 is the 
wall-shea r velocity below which saltation ceases; thi s term 
is therefore negligible except in the very early and very late 
phases of a PSA. n =7f,211 is the aerodynamic shear stress 
exerted by the suspension layer, as discussed in section 2. 
The saltating snow acts as an effective surface roughness r 

that grows with the saltation height and density. A first

principles determination of r would require precise calcula

tion of salta tion traj ectories and their effect on the wind fi eld 
in the salta tion layer. In order to obtain an approx imation, 
we assume that: (i) the velocity profile just above the salta
tion layer is logarithmic, (ii) 7r,2 is mainly responsible for 
accelerating the ej ected pa rticles from (31 U2 to (32 U2, and 

(iii ) Q erod ~ Q sed. Equating the aerodynamic shear stress 
to the momentum gain of the pa rticles leads to 

A 2 A ( KU( Z2) ) 2 I Q U (r.I r.I ) () 
71',2 = Pru. ~ Pr In (h2/ r- ) = sed 2 fJ2 - fJl · 20 

Inserting Equation (18) and solving for r, we have 

(21) 

where K ~ 0.4 IS the von K arman constant. Finally, we 
obta in 

_ 12 U2( ) (30((32 - (3Il 
7r,2 - P2 Z2 4(35 (22) 

Using the estim ated va lue ranges of !3o, . . . , !33, an effecti ve 
g round-fricti on coefficient of 0 (1 0- 2

) is obta ined. 
It is noted that the pa rameters of the model have a clear 

physical significance. It appears feasible to obtain better esti
mates for them by an itera tive procedure: Saltation traj ec
tories are computed for an ass umed air-velocity profile in the 
saltation layer and then the effect of the pa rticles on the ai r 

I thank P. Gauer for communicating his results to me and 
allowing me to reproduce the pressure map. 
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velocity is accounted for, and so on (Anderson and H a ff, 
1988). T he erosion rate stands apart, because a better model 
of the impact process is needed for a significant improvement. 

4. IMPLEMENTATIONS AND APPLICATIONS 

Numerical implementation of the model described in the pre
vious sections is currently in progress. For fully three-dimen
sional simulations, Hermann and others (1994) and Gauer 
have implemented the suspension-layer model on the basis of 
a commercial flow solver (CFDS-CFX 4.1; a body-fitted struc
tured grid, finite-volume code with - among other 
choices - the k-f. turbulence model ) and supplemented it 
with a simple erosion model (C auer, 1994) that calculates 
the erosion rate as a function of the turbulent kinetic energy 
near the g round: the erosion m ass flux is given by 

(23) 

with 

{ 

0, 
Es= 

5.2 X 10- 5 , 

Z < Zc 
(24) 

and the dimensionless shear velocity Z defined by 

Z = jR9diu* . 
/.I Ws 

(25) 

u. and dp are the shear velocity at the snow-cover surface 
and the average particle diameter, respectively. 

The computa tional g rid has to be chosen sufficiently 
large, so that recirculation of the displaced air is not hin
dered; no-slip conditions can then be imposed on the top 
and lateral boundary faces. Air entrainment at the upper 

PSA surface takes place within the computa tional domain 
and is computed by the model. At the bottom surface, the 
m ass flu x is prescribed by the entra inment model and the 
(aerodyna mic) wall-shea r stress is computed from the tur
bulence in the flow by means of wall functions (Launder 

and Spalding, 1974) and the prescribed roughness height. 

A recent PSA event at Albristhorn in the Bernese Ober
land (Issler and others, 1996) enabled a first test of the imple
mentation with the simple erosion model", because the initia l 
conditions a re reasonably well known and the extent of 
damage to the forest and buildings had been mapped together 
with the deposition zones of the dense-flow and powder-snow 

parts. Simulation without erosion and deposition failed, giv
ing very high velociti es in the early phases and too-low pres
sures in the run-out zone. When deposition and the simple 
erosion model with standa rd pa rameter values (Gauer, 1994) 
(average par ticle-settling velocity Ws = 0.5 m S-I, erosion 
coefficient Es = 5.2 X 10- 5, erosiDn threshold Zc = 3.0) 
were included, a striking correspondence between the simu
lated pattern of maximum stagnation pressures - defined by 
Pmax(x, y) = maxz maxtH p(x, y, Z, t )U 2 (x , y , Z, t)} - and 
the reco rded damage was found (Fig. 3). No tuning of pa ra
meters or initial conditions was made and a g rid with 
80 x 30 x 40 cells was used. Encouraging as it is, the suc
cess of thi s si mulation must not be overvalued, because the 
uncertainties in the initial conditions a re considerable and 
further tests under different conditions a re needed to con
firm the predictive power of the model. 

In the next step of model development, the full two-layer 
model is being coded in a depth-averaged version that can be 
applied to problems with relatively simple topography a nd for 
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&SS.1 Release zone 

ITJJ Dense flow aval. deposit 

~ Powder snow aval. 

Fig. 3. Powder-snow avaLanche Ilear AdeLboden (Switzerland). UjJ/Jer figu re: results of afieLd investigation (from IssLeT and 
others, 1996). Lowerfigure: areaL distribution qf maximum stagnation pressuresfrom a numericaL simuLation by GaueT. In the 
area with pressures in the range 3- 5 kPa, theforest was compLetery destroyed, whereas onry occasionaL trees were broken near but 
within the 1 kPa line. The basic topograjJhic pixel maps are 1(" Swiss Federal OJliceJor CartograjJ/7); reproduced with permission. 

studying the behaviour of the coupled system before the co m
putationally much more dem a nding three-dimensional ver
sion is elaborated . That work wi II be described el sewhere. 

5. CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK 

The model desc ribed here is sig nificantly more complex in 
its m athematical structure (not so much in numerica l effort ) 

tha n m odels in use today. A fin a l assessment of what has 
been gained hereby has to await full numerica l implementa
tion and a n extended se ri es of va lidation runs. Nevertheless, 
a few prelimina ry conclusions can be draw n: 

The t wo-layered structure of the model ta kes into ac
count the different fl ow regimes encountered in 
PSAs. This is, however, empirical input a nd not a 
predi cti o n of the model. 
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The approach allows a clear physical description of 
the boundary conditions at the snow-cover surface 
and of the interaction between the two layers. Or
der-of-magnitude estimates can be given for all the 
model parameters. This is particularly important as 
long as detailed experimental information is lack
lI1g. 

Snow entrainment and deposition are critical pro
cesses in PSAs. Reasonable results may also be ob
tained with simpler entrainment models, but they 
have to be used with great care because the model 
parameters may depend on avalanche size, e. g. only 
very few test cases are available for calibration of 
those simpler models. 

In hazard-zoning applications, the choice of initial 
and boundary conditions is of simi lar importance as 
in DFA calculations. 

Further model development should address several points, 
namely (i) a more stringent mathematical formulation of 
the jump conditions at the layer interfaces, (ii ) application 
to a significant number of well-known cases in order to un
derstand better the dynamic behaviour of this coupled sys
tem, (iii ) detailed modelling of saltation trajectories 
including particle impacts - and their back-reaction on 
the air flow for a more precise determination of the model 
coefficients and (iv ) coupling to a DFA model to study PSA 
formation. 
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